#2360 The Yom Kippur War and the Abomination of Desolation – The post-World War II U.S.
waxing great toward the South and toward the East as a second Syria/Antiochus IV Epiphanes,
part 619, Hebron Massacre of August 23-24, 1929, (xlii), Repeat of Unsealing #414 to help
explain the significance of the 11 years between the November 3-4, 1918, World War I rise
of the ‘Austrian Successor’ American “prince that shall come” and the August 23-24, 1929,
Hebron Massacre
Unsealing #414 below is the second of three (3) Unsealings which are repeats of Unsealings
#413, #414, and #950 and which are for the purpose of laying the groundwork for the
explanation of why the Lord ordained 11 years between the November 3-4, 1918, World
War I rise of the ‘Austrian Successor’ American “prince that shall come” and the August
23-24, 1929, Hebron Massacre.

#414 Ending the USSR to Build the Second Babel – Why Genesis 11 Babel is linked with
the Fall of the Soviet Union
The next step is to make the transition from The Men Named Lennon and Lenin to Ending the
USSR to Build the Second Babel, though it will also be adding to our understanding of ‘Lennon
and Lenin.’
This series of Ending the USSR to Build the Second Babel is
one of the most significant understandings of why world
history has unfolded as it has in the last twenty years, and is
unfolding as it is.
Key Understanding #1 (of Unsealing #414): Why 11-year
spreads are linked with the Soviet Union. The reason for
the exact 11-year spreads associated with the ‘Kerensky
and Lenin’ birth of the USSR and the ‘Lennon and Lenin’
death of the USSR is that the Lord is pointing to Genesis
chapter 11.
Key Understanding #2 (of Unsealing #414): The rise of a
second Genesis 11 Babel. The Lord is pointing to Genesis
11 because the Fall of the Warsaw Pact/Soviet Union
ended the major division of the world that was a product
of the Cold War, giving rise to a grand opportunity
similar to what is espoused in Genesis 11, this time in the
form of the earth being of one language and one speech
politically, through democracy reigning in the hearts and
minds and mouths of men and their governments.
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Genesis 11:1 (KJV) And the whole earth was of one language, and of one speech.
[Very Important Point: We are going ahead and making the point that a present-day and latterday(s) fulfillment of Genesis 11 Babel is why the end of the Cold War would immediately result
in bringing the United States (continuing to mature in its role as Babylon the Great) and the
United Nations to the land of ancient Babel itself – Saddam Hussein’s Iraq – in the Gulf War in
1991. We will be expanding upon that.]
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